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Following is broadcast after the 9 o’clock Home News

tonight by Major General Carton de Wiart, V. C, who after

being a prisoner-of-war in Italy, was released by the

Italians to take part in the negotiations for .surrender.

He was taken prisoner when his plane- made a f reed landing

in the Mediterranean during a flight to the Middle East.

He swam ashore after being in the sea. for two hours.

I have just returned from Italy where I was in a prison camp for two and a half

years. As we weren’t allowed to communicate with any other camps, anything I say

only applies to the one I w
a s in. Number 12, just north of Florence, I want to emphasise

this because naturally they’re not all alike. The Commandant, the size'of the camp

and its situation all had a big influence on the treatment one received, ,1 was lucky to

be in a small,camp.

The camp itself was really a modernised castle surrounded by four high walls and

the whole time we were over-looked by sentries on these walls. Although the Italians

treated us well, it is not an experience I would recommend to anyone. The monotony and

boredom made life almost unbearable, Words cannot really convey what I "want to tell, but

try to imagine two and a half years in captivity without knowing when it would end.

Some of us wont in for gardening and various other activities such as carpentry and

even breeding rabbits and poultry, Put we were active soldiers, our country was at

war, and we were doing nothing to help.

There were two things that made life endurable. One was the hope of-escape, and ■
the other Was the parcels sent by the Red Cross and St, John, Although the Italians

did their best, food was very scarce and if it hadn’t been for the Red Cross, we’d have

been extremely hungry. Need I add how much we welcomed the supplies of cigarettes
and tobacco which also reached us from them.

Since my return it has shocked me that some people in this- country do not fully

realise the work that this organisation and the international Red Cross has done, and

are doing in a world of nations divided by the hatred and fears of war, Before I

was captured I certainly had not given half enough thought to the work involved in sending

these parcels, lam told that at the present moment there’s about two million parcels
in Geneva in the great reserve stores on the way to the camps.

I must give the Italians credit for playing their part in transporting the parcels

to the camps in their country, and they must have had great difficulty in doing so at

times* The invalid comforts section did particularly good work. No-one could have

been better supplied than we were with invalid comforts and invalid food. The whole

thing seemed like a miracle to me. If I hadn’t been out there myself I -would never

have believed it possible for the Red Cross to have kept up. such a ‘ regular and abundant

supply of such excellent food.
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